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Felicitations
Principal’s Message

Prof. V. B. Dhumal
Principal
It gives me great pleasure to know that ‘TECH MEDHA’, Amrutvahini
Polytechnic magazine 2016-17 is ready for publication. True to its name,
this magazine gives an insight into the range and scope of the
imagination and creativity of our students and faculty members. I
applaud the editorial team for the hard work and dedication they have
invested in realizing this goal, and wish my dear students success in all
future endeavors. The highly qualified and dedicated members of staff
have always stood shoulder with the management and have carried out
their duties with a level of commitment.
I wish the management, staff and students of the college success in their
future endeavors.
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Vice-Principal’s
Message
Prof. G. B. Kale
Vice-Principal
Providing ample opportunities in engineering education is one of the
most fundamental obligations we owe to our students because in
Amrutvahini Polytechnic we are driven by the belief that every student
deserves a high quality education. TECH MEDHA provides an
intersection of great challenge and great opportunity for the students to
review their efforts and to analyze their achievements in research and
development. Technology is evolving at a dizzying rate and our
classrooms may not be designed to keep pace with it. There may be a lot
wrong in the style of education but the pages of TECH MEDHA tell the
tale of all that have been a part of what is right about the education they
get in Amrutvahini Polytechnic.
I congratulate the team of students and the faculty for their tireless
efforts that have come to fruition in the form of this magazine. I wish it
all success and hope that this tradition that has been set by the current
students will be carried through by the following generation of students
to come.
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EDITORS’ NOTE

Dear Readers
It gives us great pleasure to bring you the first issue of TECH MEDHA,
the college magazine of AVP. The name and fame of an institute
depends on the caliber and achievements of the students and teachers.
The role of a teacher is to be a facilitator in nurturing the skills and
talents of students. This magazine is a platform to exhibit the literary
skills and innovative ideas of teachers and students. Medha presents the
achievements of students and contributions of teachers. We would like
to place on record our gratitude and heartfelt thanks to all those who
have contributed to make this effort a success. We profusely thank the
management for giving support and encouragement and a free hand in
this endeavor. Last but not the least we are thankful to all the authors
who have sent their articles. We truly hope that the pages that follow
will make an interesting read.
Prof. Shepal S. D.
Civil Dept.
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DIGHE RAHUL REVJI
ME6G 16-17 II SHIFT

CRYOGENICS IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

In physics, cryogenics is the production and behavior of materials at very
low temperatures. It is not well defined at what point on the temperature
scale refrigeration ends and cryogenics begins, but scientists assume a gas to be
cryogenic if it can be liquefied at or below −150 °C (123 K; −238 °F).The
U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology considers the field of
cryogenics as that involving temperatures below −180 °C (93 K; −292 °F). This is
a logical dividing line, since the normal boiling points of the so-called
permanent gases (such
as helium, hydrogen, neon, nitrogen, oxygen,
and
normal air) lie below −180 °C while the Freon refrigerants, hydrocarbons, and
other common refrigerants have boiling points above −180 °C.
Discovery of superconducting materials with critical temperatures significantly
above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen has provided new interest in reliable, low
cost methods of producing high temperature cryogenic refrigeration. The term
"high temperature cryogenic" describes temperatures ranging from above the
boiling point of liquid nitrogen, −195.79 °C (77.36 K; −320.42 °F), up to −50 °C
(223 K; −58 °F).
Cryogenicists use the Kelvin or Rankine temperature scale, both of which measure
from absolute zero, rather than more usual scales such as Celsius which measures
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from the freezing point of water at sea level or Fahrenheit with its zero at an
arbitrary temperature.
Cryogenic processing is not a substitute for heat treatment, but rather an extension
of the heating–quenching–tempering cycle.

DATIR RAHUL DROPAD
ME6G 16-17 I SHIFT

INDUSTRIAL GAS TURBINES FOR POWER
GENERATION

Industrial gas turbines differ from aeronautical designs in that the frames, bearings,
and blading are of heavier construction. They are also much more closely
integrated with the devices they power— often an electric generator—and the
secondary-energy equipment that is used to recover residual energy (largely heat).
They range in size from portable mobile plants to large, complex systems weighing
more than a hundred tones housed in purpose-built buildings. When the gas turbine
is used solely for shaft power, its thermal efficiency is about 30%. However, it may
be cheaper to buy electricity than to generate it. Therefore, many engines are used
in CHP (Combined Heat and Power) configurations that can be small enough to be
integrated into portable container configurations.
Gas turbines can be particularly efficient when waste heat from the turbine is
recovered by a heat recovery steam generator to power a conventional steam
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turbine in a combined cycle configuration. The 605 MW General Electric 9HA
achieved a 62.22% efficiency rate with temperatures as high as 1,540 °C
(2,800 °F). For 2018, GE offers its 826 MW HA at over 64% efficiency in
combined cycle due to advances in additive manufacturing and combustion
breakthroughs, up from 63.7% in 2017 orders and on track to achieve 65% by the
early 2020s.
Aeroderivative gas turbines can also be used in combined cycles, leading to a
higher efficiency, but it will not be as high as a specifically designed industrial gas
turbine.

KOKATE ASHUTOSH BALASAHEB
ME6G 16-17 I SHIFT

HIGH-SPEED MACHINING

High-speed machining, specifically milling, has the same variables as traditional
milling. There are speeds and feeds to set and a depth of cut to be determined.
However, in a high-speed machining operation, slow, heavy cuts are replaced by
fast, lighter cuts. While it may seem counterproductive to take lighter cuts when
heavy cuts are possible, shops that can make this switch in thinking will produce
accurate parts faster. Defining high-speed machining is difficult because it can be
one of many operations, or a combination of them.
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High-speed machining is not defined, however, as machining with a high material
removal rate using a large axial depth of cut (Ap) or large radial depth of cut (Ae).
“High-speed machining typically is a combination of fast movements,” explained
Kevin Burton, product specialist for Sandvik Coromant Canada. “To achieve the
best results possible, these applications need to be well planned out. If you are
using a high-speed process, but tool life and part quality are not within acceptable
levels,you have implemented it improperly.” Five areas require consideration
before the tool ever meets the workpiece. They are: Material type and features,
Machine and machining strategy, Cutter style selection, Cutting data, tool
selection, and tool balancing, CAM programming
High-speed machining is popular in both the aerospace and die/mold sectors.
Because of this, the metals seen most commonly in these applications are titanium,
steels (including stainless steels), and aluminum. Each of these metals has its own
characteristics, so high-speed machining is defined differently for each.

BHANDURGE NIKITA GANESH
ME6G 16-17 I SHIFT

VIBRATION TESTING

Vibration testing is accomplished by introducing a forcing function into a
structure, usually with some type of shaker. Alternately, a DUT (device under test)
is attached to the "table" of a shaker. Vibration testing is performed to examine the
response of a device under test (DUT) to a defined vibration environment. The
measured response may be ability to function in the vibration environment, fatigue
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life, resonant frequencies or squeak and rattle sound output (NVH). Squeak and
rattle testing is performed with a special type of quiet shaker that produces very
low sound levels while under operation.
For relatively low frequency forcing (typically less than 100 Hz), servohydraulic
(electrohydraulic) shakers are used. For higher frequencies (typically 5 Hz to 2000
Hz), electrodynamic shakers are used. Generally, one or more "input" or "control"
points located on the DUT-side of a vibration fixture is kept at a specified
acceleration. Other "response" points may experience higher vibration levels
(resonance) or lower vibration level (anti-resonance or damping) than the control
point(s). It is often desirable to achieve anti-resonance to keep a system from
becoming too noisy, or to reduce strain on certain parts due to vibration modes
caused by specific vibration frequencies.
The most common types of vibration testing services conducted by vibration test
labs are sinusoidal and random. Sine (one-frequency-at-a-time) tests are performed
to survey the structural response of the device under test (DUT).
Most vibration testing is conducted in a 'single DUT axis' at a time, even though
most real-world vibration occurs in various axes simultaneously. MIL-STD-810G,
released in late 2008, Test Method 527, calls for multiple exciter testing.

GHUGE SURAJ BHAGWAN
ME6G 16-17 II SHIFT

MICRO MACHINES
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Many different styles of Micros were made including all the
popular cars and trucks of
the
times, trains, emergency
vehicles, tanks, boats, airplanes, helicopters, and motorcycles. The Tuff Trax series
contained many of the popular TNT Motorsports Monster Trucks, including the
influential Grave Digger truck. Star Trek and Star Wars models were also made, as
were models from other science fiction franchises including Babylon 5, Power
Rangers and MIB. James Bond and Indiana Jones themed toys were also released.
After being bought by Hasbro, Winner's Circle NASCAR and G.I. Joe themed cars
and playsets were added.
While the Micro Machines collection was known primarily for sizing down
automobiles, it also featured several playsets including 1991's fold-out Super Van
City. Licensed character products would often be fold-open heads including
miniature characters and vehicles interactive with their playset environment. Micro
Machines also utilized several diverse features such as color-changing cars and
"Private Eyes" vehicles that even allowed one to peek inside and view an
illustration of the contents.
One of the many Micro Machines product lines was the Insiders series. Incredibly
popular in the late 80s and early 90s, the Insiders series featured a small vehicle
inside the standard size Micro Machine. The body and chassis of the larger vehicle
connected via a hinge. Opening the larger revealed the smaller, which was a
different model of car.
In the 1990s, transforming playsets were released. Some could transform from one
playset to another, such as a factory to a test track. Others could transform from
giant vehicles to playsets, such as a 6x6 to a jungle. Earlier ones included one that
could transform from a toolbox to a city.

PROF. DESHMUKH SHIRISH R.
LECTURER IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

OPEN SYSTEM TRIBOLOGY
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Open System Tribology is a field of tribology that studies tribological systems that
are exposed to and affected by the natural environment.
Factors influencing the tribological process will vary with the operating
environment. This environment may be closed or open. Closed systems (e.g., gears
in a gearbox) are theoretically not affected by weather conditions. On the other
hand, open systems are affected by weather conditions (i.e., precipitation,
temperature, and humidity). For example, weather conditions will strongly
influence the tribosystem formed in a ski-trail contact, and ski preparation
specialists need to do a thorough work before a ski race. Another example is that
of tire–road and wheel-rail contacts that are exposed to the external environment.
Here, artificial and natural contaminants will exert an influence on friction and
wear. Sound and airborne particles from the contacting surfaces are not contained
and emit to the surrounding air. Tribology at the wheel-rail contact plays a key role
in railway performance. Friction controls the tracking and braking, while wear
affects reliability and endurance.
Temperature influences the tribological process by affecting the properties of the
contacting surfaces. Polymers, for example, are harder at low temperatures than at
room temperature.

PROF. WALE ASHOK DATTATRAYA
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LECTURER IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ROLL OF DESIGN ENGINEER IN DISIGNING
SUBMARINES

A submarine (or sub) is a watercraft capable of independent operation underwater.
It differs from a submersible, which has more limited underwater capability. It is
also sometimes used historically or colloquially to refer to remotely operated
vehicles and robots, as well as medium-sized or smaller vessels, such as the midget
submarine and the wet sub. Submarines are referred to as "boats" rather than
"ships" irrespective of their size.[1]
Although experimental submarines had been built before, submarine design took
off during the 19th century, and they were adopted by several navies. Submarines
were first widely used during World War I (1914–1918), and are now used in
many navies large and small. Military uses include attacking enemy
surface ships (merchant
and
military),
or
other
submarines, aircraft
carrier protection, blockade running, ballistic missile submarines as part of a
nuclear strike force, reconnaissance, conventional land attack (for example using
a cruise missile), and covert insertion of special forces. Civilian uses for
submarines include marine science, salvage, exploration and facility inspection and
maintenance. Submarines can also be modified to perform more specialized
functions such as search-and-rescue missions or undersea cable repair. Submarines
are also used in tourism and undersea archaeology.
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PROF. PANDE ASHISH MADHUKAR
LECTURER IN MECAHNICAL ENGINEERING

HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLES
A vehicle that has two or more energy conversion technologies combined with one
or more energy storage units is known as Hybrid Vehicles. A hybrid electric
vehicle (HEV) has two types of energy storage units, electricity and fuel.
Electricity means a battery used to store the energy, and an electromotor used as
traction motor. Fuel means a fuel cell used to convert fuel to electrical energy. In
the this case, traction will be performed by the electromotor only.
The components of Hybrid Electric Vehicles are:
Motors are the "work horses" of Hybrid Electric Vehicle drive systems. The
electric traction motor drives the wheels of the vehicle. It provides full torque at
low speeds. The motor also has low noise and high efficiency. Other characteristics
include excellent "off the line" acceleration, good drive control, good fault
tolerance and flexibility in relation to voltage fluctuations. The front-running motor
technologies for HEV applications include PMSM (permanent magnet
synchronous motor), BLDC (brushless DC motor), SRM (switched reluctance
motor) and AC induction motor. A main advantage of an electromotor is the
possibility to function as generator. In all HEV systems, mechanical braking
energy is regenerated. The max. operational braking torque is less than the
maximum traction torque; there is always a mechanical braking system integrated
in a car.
The battery pack in a HEV has a much higher voltage than the automotive 12
Volts battery, in order to reduce the currents and the I2R losses.
Accessories such as power steering and air conditioning are powered by electric
motors instead of being attached to the combustion engine. This allows efficiency
gains as the accessories can run at a constant speed or can be switched off,
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regardless of how fast the combustion engine is running. Especially in long haul
trucks, electrical power steering saves a lot of energy.

Magnetic Levitation (MAGLEV): A Technology to Propel
Vehicles
Name:shinde ashok b. lecturer science dept .Amrutvahini
polytechnic,sangamner mobi:9762056250
ABSTRACT:
Magnetic levitation (maglev) or magnetic suspension is a method by which an
object is suspended with no support other than magnetic fields. Magnetic force is
used to counteract the effects of the gravitational acceleration and any other
accelerations.
INTRODUCTION:
Maglev systems are currently used for applications such as bearing, high speed
trains.
If we go for maglev methods we have following advantages
Only the part of the track that is used will be electrified, so no energy will be
wasted.
Since there is no friction so the train would reach very high speed.
It would be safe and efficient way of travelling.
DISCRIPTION
PRINCIPLE OF MAGNETIC LEVITATION:
The principle of magnetic levitation is that a vehicle can be suspended and
propelled on a guidance track made with magnets. The vehicle on top of the track
may be propelled with the help of a linear induction motor. Although the vehicle
does not use steel wheels on a steel rail they are still referred to as trains as by
definition they are a long chain of vehicles which travel in the same direction. This
is the definition of a
a MAGLEV train. As the frictional parts are minimum in this type of technology,
the MAGLEV trains are known to have more speed, smoothness and less sound.
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.
B) PRINCIPLE OF PROPULSION:
The train will be floating about 10mm above the magnetic guiding track. The train
will be propelled to move by the guide way itself. Thus, there is no need of any
engine inside he train. The detailed working of MAGLEV train is shown in the
figure below. The train is propelled by the changing in magnetic fields. As soon as
the train starts to move, the magnetic field changes sections by switching method
and thus the train is again pulled forward. The whole guide way is run by
electromagnets so as to provide the magnetic effect.

Working of MAGLEV Train
Thus the power needed for the whole process is less when compared to a
conventional electric train. Amongst the power used, only a little is used for the
levitation process. But a higher percentage of power is needed to overcome air
friction.
PROJECT MODEL
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A) PERMANENT MAGNET
The track of the maglev train is made up of permanent magnet array which creates
attractive magnetic forces to lift the train and hold it in its place. There are classes
of permanent magnets that can be used.
Neodymium Iron Boron(NdFeB or NIB)
Samarium cobalt
Alnico
Ceramic and Ferrite
B) ELECTROMAGNET
It is a type of magnet in which magnetic field is produced by the flow of electric
current .the magnetic field disappears when the current is turned off.
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POSITION SENSOR HALL SENSOR The Hall Effect sensor is a transducer
that varies its output voltage in response to a magnetic field.Hall effect sensors are
used for proximity switching, positioning, speed detection and sensing the
application.
CONCLUSION
Magnetic levitation [1] is a technology that is still being newly developed. There
is no telling what the future holds for these types of applications. The current
applications that range from the toys to military equipment are important in the
development of new and more efficient ideas.
Refrences:
1) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_levitation
2) http://www.circuitstoday.com/working-of-maglev-trains
3) https://www.instructables.com/id/PRINCIPLE-OF-MAGLEV-TRAIN/
4) Magnetic Levitation (MAGLEV): A Technology to Propel Vehicles By:
Aastha Singh

Wawale Sanket Narayan
ME(IT)
Lecturer in IT Department

Technical trends
College Information Centre Using Android
Education of the youth is the foundation of the future of any country. As most of
the youth spend the majority of the time in educational institutes and colleges,
most of their reformation and learning is strengthened in that place. The teachers
also play an important role in this aspect. An android application is envisioned that
serves as a portal for student-teacher interactions and various alerts for deadlines
and other assignments and important notices.
STUDENT DETAILS: It includes three entities- • Personal details
•

Academic details
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The students are expected to enter their personal details which will then be
verified by the teachers. The personal details include residential address, email
address, contact details (students as well as parents contact details) etc.
DISCUSSION FORUM: There will be a discussion forum for every subject in a
semester for every class. In this discussion forum, the respective subject teachers
can upload notes, respond to student queries. The student can put forth their
queries and at the same time upload any notes.
NOTICE BOARD/EVENT NOTIFICATION: Notices can be posted by
teachers from their respective login and can be viewed on a notice board section of
the application with title for a notice associated with it. The notices for a particular
class will be broadcasted to that class only.
ATTENDANCE: Subject teachers for each semester are required to enter the
attendance details of students. The system should be able to generate attendance
reports (for lectures and practical) for individual student for each subject. These
reports will be sent to the student as well as his parents periodically. The teacher
can also view the attendance record of students during a particular interval. If the
attendance of some student falls below the threshold value, then the particular
student should be notified regarding the same.
REPORT GENERATION: It includes generation of attendance reports for
lectures as well as practical for individual student for each subject. Other reports
such as academic details record etc. can also be generated. These reports can also
be sent to the student as well as his parents if required.
SYSTEM DESIGN
This deals with the system block diagram and the data flow diagram of the College
Information Centre.
TECHNOLOGIES USED
 Android XML
For user interface, Eclipse (version MARS) android application
development software will be used. XML will be used for designing the Graphical
User Interface (GUI).
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 JAVA
Java will be used for connecting various components of user interface to database system. System

Design overview
An Overview of Ethical Hacking
Sumar Shaikh(CM4G) , Student,Department of Computer Technology,Amrutvahini Polytechnic,
Sangamner

The term “Hacker” defines a person who finds and exploits the weakness in computer systems
and/or networks to gain access. Hackers are usually skilled computer programmers with
knowledge of computer security.

Information is one of the most valuable assets of any organization. Keeping information secure
can protect any organization’s image and save an organization a lot of money.Hacking can lead to loss of
business for organizations that deal in finance such as Paytm. Ethical hacking puts them a step ahead of
the cyber criminals who would otherwise lead to loss of business.
What is Ethical Hacking?
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Ethical Hacking is identifying weakness in computer systems and/or computer networks and coming with
countermeasures that protect the weaknesses. Ethical hackers must abide by the following rules:





Get written permission from the owner of the computer system and/or computer network before hacking.
Protect the privacy of the organization been hacked.
Inform hardware and software vendors of the identified weaknesses.
Transparently report all the identified weaknesses in the computer system to the organization.The practice
of ethical hacking is called “White Hat” hacking, and those who perform it are called White Hat hackers.

White hat hackers generally get all the needed information about the application or network to test for,
from the organization itself. They use their skills to test it before the website goes live or attacked by
malicious hackers.
How Is Ethical/White Hat Hacking Different from Black Hat Hacking?
The best way to differentiate between White Hat and Black Hat hackers is by taking a look at
their motives. Black Hat hackers are motivated by malicious intent, manifested by of personal gains,
profit, or harassment; whereas White Hat hackers seek out and remedy vulnerabilities, so as to prevent
Black Hats from taking advantage.
Reference :
1) https://www.simplilearn.com/roles-of-ethical-hacker-article
2) https://www.edureka.co/blog/what-is-ethical-hacking/
3) https://www.checkmarx.com/tag/ethical-hacking/

https://www.securitymagazine.com/keywords/Ethical%20Hacker
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Digital Marketing
Sapana S.Baheti
Lecturer,CompTech

Digital
marketing
encompasses all marketing efforts that use
an electronic device or the internet.
Businesses leverage digital channels such as search engines, social
media, email, and other websites to connect with current and prospective
customers..
Digital marketing is defined by the use of numerous digital tactics and
channels to connect with customers where they spend much of their
time: online. From the website itself to a business's online branding
assets -- digital advertising, email marketing, online brochures, and
beyond that there is a spectrum of tactics that fall under the umbrella of
"digital marketing."
The best digital marketers have a clear picture of how each digital
marketing campaign supports their overarching goals. And depending on
the goals of their marketing strategy, marketers can support a larger
campaign through the free and paid channels at their disposal.
A content marketer, for example, can create a series of blog posts that
serve to generate leads from a new ebook the business recently created.
The company's social media marketer might then help promote these
blog posts through paid and organic posts on the business's social media
accounts. Perhaps the email marketer creates an email campaign to
Sapana
S.Baheti
send those who download the ebook more information on the
company.
We'll talk more about these specific digital marketers in aLecturer,CompTech
minute.
Digital Marketing Examples
1. Search Engine Optimization
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2. Content Marketing
3. Social Media Marketing
4. Pay Per Click (PPC)
5. Affiliate Marketing
Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a type of security software
designed to automatically alert administrators when someone or something is
trying to compromise information system through malicious activities or
through security policy violations.
An IDS works by monitoring system activity through examining vulnerabilities
in the system, the integrity of files and conducting an analysis of patterns based
on already known attacks. It also automatically monitors the Internet to search
for any of the latest threats which could result in a future attack.
There are a multiple ways detection is performed by an IDS. In signature-based
detection, a pattern or signature is compared to previous events to discover
current threats. This is useful for finding already known threats, but does not
help in finding unknown threats, variants of threats or hidden threats.
Another type of detection is anomaly-based detection, which compares the
definition or traits of a normal action against characteristics marking the event as
abnormal.

There are three primary components of an IDS:




Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS): This does analysis for traffic on a
whole subnet and will make a match to the traffic passing by to the attacks
already known in a library of known attacks.
Network Node Intrusion Detection System (NNIDS): The traffic is only
monitored on a single host, not a whole subnet.
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Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS): This takes a “picture” of an entire
system’s file set and compares it to a previous picture. If variance, such as
missing files, it alerts the administrator.

Distributed Networking System
Ganesh D. Ghuge
M.E.Computer Science ,
Lecturer ,Department of Computer Technology,
Amrutvahini Polytechnic, Sangamner

Distributed Networking, used in distributed computing, is the network
system over which computer programming, software, and its data are spread
out across more than one computer, but communicate complex messages
through their nodes (computers), and are dependent upon each other. The
goal of a distributed network is to share resources, typically to accomplish a
single or similar goal. Usually, this takes place over a computer
network, however, internet-based computing is rising in popularity. Typically,
a distributed networking system is composed of processes, threads, agents,
and distributed objects. Merely distributed physical components is not
enough to suffice as a distributed network; typically distributed networking
uses concurrent program execution. network that is spread over different
networks. This provides a single data communication network, which can be
managed jointly or separately by each network. Besides shared
communication within the network, a distributed network often also
distributes processing.
The distributed network protocol (DNP3) provides an open standard used primarily
within the energy sector for interoperability between various vendors’ SCADA
and smart grid applications. Some protocols, such as SMTP, fit into one layer.
DNP3 is a multilayer protocol and may be carried via TCP/IP (another multilayer
protocol).
Recent improvements in DNP3 allow for “Secure Authentication,” which
addresses challenges with the original specification that could have allowed, for
example, spoofing or replay attacks. DNP3 became an IEEE standard in 2010,
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called IEEE 1815-2010 (now deprecated). It allowed preshared keys only. IEEE
1815-2012 is the current standard; it supports public key infrastructure (PKI).View
chapterPurchase book
Distributed Networks Uses Component Fields
Of Study In : Intranets, Internet, WWW, email.
Electronic banking, Airline reservation
Systems,Sensor networks,Mobile and Pervasive
Computing systems.
Application Areas of Distributed Network Cloud Computing
Telecommunication networks: Telephone networks and cellular networks
Computer networks such as the Internet Wireless sensor networks Routing
algorithms Network applications: World wide web and peer-to-peer networks
Massively multiplayer online games and virtual reality communities Distributed
databases and distributed database management systems Network file systems
Real-time process control: Aircraft control systems Industrial control
systems,etc
Reference
1. Srinivasa, K.G.; Muppalla, Anil Kumar (Feb 2015). Guide to High
Performance Distributed Computing: Case Studies with Hadoop, Scalding
and Spark (Computer Communications and Networks). Springer. pp. 4–
8. ISBN 978-3319134963.
2. Jump up to:a b c d Weija, Jia; Zhou, Wanlei (Dec 2004). Distributed
Network Systems: From Concepts to Implementations. Springer. pp. xvii6. ISBN 978-0387238395.
3. Tsenov, Martin (June 2007). "Example of communication between
distributed network systems using web services". CompSysTech '07
Proceedings of the 2007 International Conference on Computer Systems
and Technologies (35).
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Partial Duplicate Image Retrieval
Vijay Vitthal Thitme
M.E. Computer Science,
Lecturer, Department of Computer Technology, Amrutvahini Polytechnic, Sangamner

Duplicate images , are images which looks similar to the query images which are
provided by user of system from large dataset of images. Two additional
observations are worth noting. First, people share images on the Web to show
various objects/regions in the images. Similarly, when retrieving a partial
duplicate, we also expect that major regions of the returned results will focus on
these objects/regions. However, the similar regions of interest to the user are often
not in the non-salient regions for purposes of retrieval. Second, the user experience
is improved and the salient regions are similar regions in the retrieved images for
the image makers.To trace these challenges in partial duplicate image retrieval, we
first give introduction of visual attention analysis in this non-salient regions are
filtered from set of image; this also help us to remove the background noises in the
images.

In the image analysis removing the non-salient regions is a useful

solution. High rich visual content is one of the important features of partialduplicate regions. Previous techniques were unable to generate saliency regions
therefore they are not providing guarantee to generate rich visual contents. We use
visual content analysis algorithm to re-filter the saliency regions with the rich
visual content.
Application Areas of Duplicate Image

Retrival

Fake Image Detection
In image database number of users upload

the fake images, so this can
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affect the existing or original images, so user wants to detect fake images
and able to maintain the copyright of the most useful and valuable images.
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Internet of Things (IoT) will be leveraged to Engineer Smart Cities
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1. Internet of Things (IoT):-

“Internet of Things” (IoT); is a megatrend which is quickly reshaping the
way in which civil engineering projects are implemented. In a nutshell, IoT
leverages sensors and network connectivity to allow communication between the
interconnected sensors. IoT will play a leading role in monitoring the health of
urban structures by pooling big data from the building management system. It will
be capable of recording data such as variations in concrete humidity, vibrations,
chloride content, and even abnormal deformations. It is one of the latest upcoming
trends that will give rise to smart cities and improve the quality of life of its
inhabitants.
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Fig. 1: Image showing Concept of Internet of Things
2. Real Life IOT Applications :–
Internet of things has found application in every Industry and sector like smart
homes, smart buildings, travel and transportations, healthcare, retail, poultry &
farming etc. The industrial Internet of things is also changing automation &
logistics.

Fig. 2: Image showing Internet of Things Ecosystem
Some of the popular IOT applications are as follow –
1) Smart Home
2) Wearable Devices
3) Smart City
4) Smart Grids
5) Industrial Internet
6) Connected Cars
7) IoT in Agriculture
8) Smart Retail
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Hotovoltaic glaze
One of the most exciting new technologies used in civil engineering is building
integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) glazing, which can help buildings generate their
own electricity, by turning the whole building envelope into a solar panel.
Companies such as Polysolar provide transparent photovoltaic glass as a structural
building material, forming windows, façades and roofs. Polysolar’s technology is
efficient at producing energy even on north-facing, vertical walls and its high
performance at raised temperatures means it can be double glazed or insulated
directly. As well as saving on energy bills and earning feed-in tariff revenues, its
cost is only marginal over traditional glass, since construction and framework costs
remain, while cladding and shading system costs are replaced.
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Kinetic Footfall
One of the latest civil engineering technologies under development is kinetic
energy. Pavegen provides a technology that enables flooring to harness the energy
of footsteps. It can be used indoors or outdoors in high traffic areas, and generates
electricity from pedestrian footfall using an electromagnetic induction process and
flywheel energy storage. The technology is best suited to transport hubs where a
large flow of people will pass over it. The largest deployment the company has
done so far is in a football pitch in Rio de Janeiro to help power the floodlights
around the pitch. It also currently has a temporary installation outside London’s
Canary Wharf station powering street lights.
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